Glossary

Posture Assessment Form
NB. Do not fill this form in. Please take a copy of this form and fill in the copy. Blank forms are also available from our sales office.

Ergonomics

Lumbar Support

The science of people-machine relationships,
an ergonomically designed product implies that
the device blends smoothly with a person’s
body or actions.

A pronounced area of the back pad which offers
support to the lumbar region.

Please complete the Posture Assessment Form for each assessment carried out. All sections must be filled in fully
and dimensions must be given in cm with the exception of height. All information given is held confidentially and
used to identify the most suitable chair model for your specific requirements and needs.

Inflatable Lumbar

Posture

An enhanced version of lumbar support that is
adjustable by the use of a pump-up bulb.

User Details

The position of the limbs or the carriage of the
body as a whole.

Coccyx

Current Chair Type:

Quotation Only - Please Tick

Reason for Chair Request:

Sex: Male

Pertaining to the loins, the part of the back
between the thorax and the pelvis.

The last bone of the spinal column, sometimes
referred to as man's vestigial tail. The last
portion of the vertebral column just below the
sacrum.

Spine

Memory Seat Foam

Main Desk Activities: (i.e Typing, Writing, Telephoning)

A series of vertebrae extending from the skull
to the small of the back, enclosing the spinal
cord and providing support for the thorax and
the abdomen.

The unique pressure relieving properties of the
foam help to relieve and prevent back pain,
aching joints and circulatory problems.

How many hours per day are you based at your desk?

Pelvis

A soft touch arm pad that is standard on all
3-Dimensional armrests. This provides increased
user comfort.

Lumbar Curve

The pelvis is a basin shaped cavity bordered by
the pelvic girdle and sacrum. Pelvic, as pertains
to the pelvis.

Female

Job Function:

Gel Pads
User Measurements
A: Seat Width

cm

Height (feet/inches):

Weight (kgs):

Forearms

B: Seat Height

cm

Do you use a Footrest?

That part of the arm or fore limb between the
elbow and wrist.

C: Seat Depth

cm

Preferred height of Backrest (if appropriate):

Below shoulder blades

D: Backrest Height

cm

Workstation Height:

cm

On shoulder blades

E: Backrest Width

cm

Workstation Thickness:

cm

Above shoulder blades

Soft Carpet

Vinyl

Tile

Are you allergic to any materials?

Carpet Tile

Wood

Concrete

Specify:

Yes

No

Is it Height Adjustable?

Other information:

Special Requirements
What is the floor surface?

221
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